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2. Abstract 

Signaling pathways must be finely tuned to assign a signal of appropriate strength and duration to 

the receptor stimulation. Their dysregulation can be very harmful. The consequences of 

dysregulated signaling pathways vary from autoimmunity, immunodeficiency, and 

autoinflammation to abnormal proliferation and cancer. In my thesis I aimed to characterize the 

roles of kinases and membrane associated or transmembrane adaptor proteins in signaling 

pathways downstream of different receptors.  

First, I was comparing the roles of SRC family kinases (SFK) in the initiation of antigen receptor 

signaling in B cells and in T cells. This effort resulted in the manuscript where we re-evaluated 

current data, which suggested that SYK can initiate BCR signaling independently of SFK. We 

show that much lower SFK activity is required for the initiation of BCR signaling than for TCR 

signaling, but we did not find any evidence for SFK-independent signal transduction. We also 

found that multiple factors are responsible for setting the higher threshold for SFK activity required 

to initiate signaling by TCR, including differences between SYK and ZAP-70, structure of the 

antigen receptor itself and separation of the receptor from transmembrane adaptor LAT, which is 

a major hub coordinating the formation of TCR signalosome. Based on our data, we propose that 

TCR detects the SFK activity at multiple levels. We further discuss how multiple level SFK kinase 

sensing model fits to the current model of TCR signaling and antigen discrimination. 

Chemokine receptor CXCR4 is another key leukocyte receptor. It regulates homing and retention 

of leukocytes and their progenitors in the bone marrow and is essential for proper hematopoiesis. 

We found that it is negatively regulated by a novel previously uncharacterized transmembrane 

adaptor protein WW binding protein 1 like (WBP1L) also named Outcome predictor of acute 

leukemia 1 (OPAL1). WBP1L expression was reported to be upregulated in the most common 

type of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia but its function has been unknown. In the work 

presented in this thesis, we show that via the recruitment of NEDD4-family ubiquitin ligases 

WBP1L regulates the expression and activity of CXCR4 and very likely other CXCR4-

independent pathways. This way it contributes to the control of migration and other functions of 

hematopoietic stem cells and hematopoietic progenitors, and to their ability to reconstitute 

hematopoiesis after bone marrow transplantation. Collectively, our data show that WBP1L 

regulates hematopoietic processes, which are clinically relevant and may also have consequences 

for the biology of leukemia. 
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I have also contributed to the work aiming to characterize the mechanism of how another 

membrane-associated adaptor protein PSTPIP2 regulates inflammation. Absence of PSTPIP2 in 

mice leads to the development of autoinflammatory disease chronic multifocal osteomyelitis 

(CMO). It appears to be caused by dysregulated production of proinflammatory cytokine IL-1β by 

neutrophils. We found that reactive oxygen species (ROS) production by NADPH oxidase is also 

severely deregulated in neutrophils from these animals and that blocking NADPH oxidase by 

genetic deletion of its gp91phox subunit almost completely prevents the bone damage 

accompanying this disease. These data suggested that dysregulated ROS production is among the 

major pathophysiological mechanisms behind the autoinflammatory disease in PSTPIP2-deficient 

mice and may also be relevant for autoinflammatory bone diseases in humans.  

Finally, for parts of these projects it was important to have a reliable method for expression of 

various cDNA constructs in hematopoietic progenitors and in dendritic cells and macrophages 

differentiated from these cells. The reliable cost-effective protocol we developed for this purpose 

was published separately and it is also a part of this thesis. 

Collectively, the data presented in this thesis demonstrate crucial role of membrane adaptor 

proteins and kinases in the regulation of leukocyte signal transduction through various receptors. 

Consequently, they also demonstrate the fact that these proteins influence leukocytes at multiple 

levels, including their development, migration, and participation in the immune response. 
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3. Abstrakt 

Signální dráhy musí být velmi citlivě nastaveny, aby umožnily přiřadit stimulaci receptoru signál 

o vhodné síle a trvání. Špatně regulované signální dráhy mohou být velmi nebezpečné. V důsledku 

špatné regulace signálních drah mohou vznikat autoimunitní onemocnění, imunodeficience, 

sterilní záněty nebo nekontrolovatelná proliferace buněk a vznik nádorů. V mé dizertační práci se 

soustředím na roli transmembránových a s membránami asociovaných adaptorových proteinů a 

kináz v receptorových signálních drahách. 

Jako první jsem porovnával role kináz z rodiny SRC (SFK) v iniciaci signalizace přes antigenně 

specifické receptory B a T buněk. Tato práce vedla k vytvoření rukopisu, kde jsme re-evaluovali 

recentní studie naznačující, že kináza Syk by mohla iniciovat signalizaci BCR nezávisle na SFK. 

V naší práci ukazujeme, že iniciace signalizace BCR vyžaduje, na rozdíl od TCR, jen velmi nízkou 

aktivitu SFK. Signalizaci BCR, která by byla nezávislá na SFK jsme však nepozorovali. Dále 

ukazujeme, že k iniciaci signalizace přes TCR je potřeba překonat vyšší práh aktivity SFK než u 

signalizace BCR z několika různých důvodů. Těmi jsou zejména rozdíly mezi kinázami SYK a 

ZAP-70, rozdíly ve struktuře BCR a TCR a separace TCR a adaptorového proteinu LAT, který je 

kritickým organizátorem TCR signalozomu. Naše data tedy ukazují, že signalizace TCR detekuje 

aktivitu SFK na několika úrovních. V naší práci dále diskutujeme, jak zapadá náš model 

víceúrovňové detekce aktivity SFK do současného modelu TCR signalizace a antigenní 

diskriminace.  

Chemokinový receptor CXCR4 je další velmi důležitý receptor leukocytů. CXCR4 reguluje 

migraci a zadržování leukocytů a jejich progenitorů v kostní dřeni a je tedy nezbytný pro správnou 

hematopoézu. Naše práce ukazuje, že CXCR4 je regulován novým dříve necharakterizovaným 

transmembránovým adaptorovým proteinem WBP1L (WW binding protein 1 like), také 

označovaným jako OPAL1 (Outcome predictor of acute leukemia 1). Zvýšená exprese proteinu 

WBP1L byla nalezena v buňkách dětský pacientů s nejčastějším typem akutní lymfoblastické 

leukémie, ale funkce proteinu WBP1L byla neznámá. V naší publikaci zařazené do této dizertační 

práce ukazujeme, že WBP1L reguluje pomocí interakce s NEDD4 ubiquitin ligázami expresi a 

aktivitu CXCR4 a velmi pravděpodobně i další signální dráhy na CXCR4 nezávislé. Tím následně 

ovlivňuje migraci a další funkce hematopoetických progenitorů a kmenových buněk, včetně jejich 

schopnosti obnovit funkci kostní dřeně po transplantaci. Naše práce tedy ukazuje, že WBP1L 
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reguluje důležité procesy spojené s hematopoézou, které jsou klinicky relevantní a důležité i z 

pohledu biologie leukemií. 

Dále jsem během doktorského studia přispěl k publikaci, která měla za cíl charakterizovat 

mechanismus, jakým membránový adaptorový protein PSTPIP2 reguluje zánět. Absence PSTPIP2 

v myším modelu vede ke vzniku autoinflamatorního onemocnění nazývaného chronická 

multifokální osteomyelitida (CMO). Toto onemocnění je způsobené produkcí prozánětlivého 

cytokinu IL-1β neutrofilními granulocyty. V naší práci se nám podařilo zjistit, že neutrofilní 

granulocyty z těchto myší mají kromě toho i zvýšenou produkci reaktivních kyslíkových radikálů 

(ROS). Umlčením enzymu NADPH oxidáza, který je zodpovědný za produkci ROS, genetickým 

vyřazením jeho podjednotky gp91phox jsme zabránili zánětlivé destrukci kostí, která je s tímto 

onemocněním spojená. Tato data tedy ukazují, že deregulace produkce ROS je jedním z hlavních 

patologických mechanismů autoinflamatorního onemocnění CMO a může být relevantní i pro 

lidská autoinflamatorní onemocnění spojená s poškozením kostí. 

Pro výše zmíněné projekty bylo velmi důležité vytvořit metodiku, která by nám umožnila 

exprimovat různé cDNA konstrukty v hematopoetických progenitorech a v dendritických buňkách 

a makrofázích diferencovaných z těchto progenitorů. Naši relativně levnou a efektivní metodiku 

jsme shrnuli v článku, který je také součástí mé dizertační práce. 

Data obsažená v mé dizertační práci ukazují zásadní roli membránových adaptorových proteinů a 

kináz v regulaci signální transdukce rozličnými receptory leukocytů. Tím také demonstrují 

skutečnost, že tyto proteiny ovlivňují leukocyty na více úrovních, včetně jejich vývoje, migrace a 

účasti na imunitní odpovědi. 
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4. Introduction 

 

4.1. Spatial organization of signal transduction 

Cells in every organism represent autonomous units isolated from their surroundings by plasma 

membrane. In order to communicate with each other or to sense changes in the extracellular space, 

cells have developed complicated system of receptors and signaling pathways, which translate the 

information from the extracellular space to the cellular responses such as changes in gene 

expression, protein stability or cytoskeleton arrangement. Evolution of signal transduction 

apparats gave rise to many different mechanisms of signal transduction. In immune cells, the signal 

transduction often uses the system of tyrosine and serine/threonine kinases to transfer the signal 

over rather short distances and combines this system with enzymes that produce and release 

messengers such as Ca2+, cAMP or IP3, which spread the signal throughout the cell.  

A spatial organization of molecules participating in signal transduction is a critical mechanism of 

the regulation of this process. The system is based on highly evolutionarily conserved domains 

and interacting motifs. Here, I would like to briefly introduce you to several examples relevant for 

my thesis. 

One of these conserved domains is SRC homology domain 2 (SH2) [1-3]. It is a small domain 

composed of central beta sheet surrounded by two alpha helices on each side, which together form 

a binding groove with two pockets. The first pocket interacts with phosphorylated tyrosine and the 

second pocked usually with an amino acid positioned tree residues in the C-terminal direction from 

the phosphotyrosine [4-7]. Consequently, SH2 domains recognize phosphorylated tyrosines in the 

context of surrounding residues. 

Another typical domain necessary for proper spatial organization of signaling molecules is SRC 

homology domain 3 (SH3). It is also a relatively small domain, which recognizes and binds to 

proline rich sequences (PRR) [8, 9]. The interaction is of a rather low affinity [10]. It has been 

suggested that the lower affinity of SH3 - PRR interaction can be beneficial. It enables short 

transient interactions, which can mediate first contact between the molecules. The interaction can 

be further enforced via for example SH2 or another SH3 domain. Alternatively, it can dissociate 

and immediately interact with other molecules, which can be an advantage if the signal has to be 

quickly spread [11]. 
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 The next example of protein interacting domains are WW binding domains. They are named based 

on two conserved tryptophan residues present in the sequence [12, 13]. Similarly to SH2 and SH3 

domains, they are also relatively small. They are composed of three antiparallel beta sheets [14, 

15]. There are four classes of WW binding domains, which interact with slightly different motifs. 

However, the motifs always contain proline. It is important to note that WW binding motifs are 

present in immunologically important family of NEDD4 E3 ubiquitin ligases, which regulate 

protein stability. This represents another mechanism by which signal transduction is regulated 

[16].  

 

4.2. Antigen specific receptors  

 

4.2.1. Overview  

Vertebrates have two types of antigen specific receptors B cell and T cell antigen receptor (BCR 

and TCR, respectively). In contrast to other immunoreceptors, their specifity is not completely 

encoded in the genome. The genes coding for antigen specific receptors are composed of several 

segments, which are assembled in a process of gene rearrangement [17]. The connection of two 

individual segments is associated with insertion of short random sequences in between them, 

which increases the variability of the antigen receptor specificity [18-20]. In contrast to majority 

of TCRs, BCR is able to further undergo process of somatic hypermutation [21-24]. In this process, 

activation induce deaminase (AID) deaminates cytosine and thus converts it to uracil [25, 26]. The 

mismatch between uracil and guanine and the presence of uracil in DNA induce error prone DNA 

repair, which results in changes of the original sequence [27]. 

Therefore, the process of antigen specific receptor assembly and editing gives rise to an enormous 

amount of receptors with broad range of specificities. It enables the organism to fight against the 

wide range of pathogens. Nevertheless, the process of antigen receptor assembly and thus the T or 

B cell development has to be tightly regulated to prevent autoimmunity. Cells, which successfully 

rearrange their receptors and prove them to be functional are controlled for reactivity against self-

antigens. The autoreactive clones are then deleted in the process of negative selection [28, 29]. 

This process is particularly important in T cells, because they control B cell responses to antigens, 

as well as immune responses of many other cell types [30]. Consequently, signaling pathways, 
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which integrate and 

translate the signal from the 

receptors to the immune 

responses must be precisely 

regulated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Composition of BCR and TCR. 

 

4.2.2. BCR and TCR composition 

BCR is composed of a surface receptor and non-covalently associated transmembrane adaptor 

proteins CD79a and CD79b, also known as Igα and Igβ [31]. CD79a and CD79b have similar 

structure and form disulfide linked heterodimer (Figure 1.) [32]. They have an extracellular 

immunoglobulin like domain, a transmembrane domain and a cytoplasmic domain containing 

immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motifs (ITAM) [33, 34]. 

TCR is formed by a surface receptor, which contains two subunits TCRα and TCRβ (in my theses 

I will focus only on TCRαβ and not on TCRγδ) and non-covalently associated transmembrane 

adaptor proteins (Figure 1.). These are covalent dimers of CD3γε, CD3δε and TCRζζ, which form 

barrel like structure around the surface receptors [35]. All CD3δ, γ, ε molecules have similar 

structure to CD79 molecules. They have an extracellular immunoglobulin-like domain, a 

transmembrane domain and a cytoplasmic domain with a single ITAM motif. In contrast to CD3 

molecules, TCRζ has different structure. It has only a negligible extracellular domain, a 

transmembrane domain and a longer cytoplasmic domain containing three ITAM motifs [34, 36-

39].    
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Figure 2. Basic scheme of BCR and TCR signaling. The scheme was adopted from [40]. 

 

4.2.3. TCR proximal signaling 

TCRs recognize complexes of peptide-MHC molecules on the surfaces of antigen presenting cells. 

Recent evidence suggests that binding of the peptide-MHC complex induces conformation 

changes in TCR, which result in an exposure of ITAM motifs [41, 42]. CD4 or CD8 co-receptors 

also bind to the MHC molecules. Both co-receptors interact with SRC-family kinase (SFK) LCK 

and via interaction with MHC they bring LCK to the close proximity of the exposed ITAMs [43, 

44]. Mainly LCK but also other members of SRC family such as FYN phosphorylate ITAMs. 

Phosphorylated ITAMs (pITAMs) serve as docking domains for SYK family kinases [45].  

This family consists of only two members SYK and ZAP-70. Although ZAP-70 is the main T cell 

kinase, SYK is also expressed in developing thymocytes and in some T cell populations [46, 47]. 

They are close homologs with similar structure [48].  They have two tandem SH2 domains 

connected with a kinase domain by a linker region. In the steady state they are in closed and 

inactive conformation. Binding to pITAMs leads to a conformational change, which results in their 

opening and activation. However, to become fully active they have to be further phosphorylated. 

They are phosphorylated by SFK or by trans-autophosphorylation [49-52]. There are two main 

regions of their phosphorylation: activation loop of the kinase domain and the linker region. 

Phosphorylation in the activation loop positively contributes to the kinase activity and 
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phosphorylation of the linker region stabilizes open conformation [51, 53-56]. Consequently, as it 

has been reported, the phosphorylation of linker region of ZAP-70 prolongs the interaction of ZAP-

70 with pITAMs [57].  

Activation of ZAP-70 is crucial for TCR signal transduction [58]. It phosphorylates an accessory 

transmembrane adaptor protein LAT, which serves as a platform for assembly of PLCγ containing 

signalosome. Moreover, recent evidence suggests that ZAP-70 in cooperation with LCK brings 

LAT to the close proximity of TCR [59]. The assembly of signalosome on LAT is the final step of 

proximal TCR signaling and it results in further propagation of the signal from plasma membrane 

to the inside of the cell (Figure 2.) [60]. 

 

4.2.5. BCR proximal signaling 

In contrast to TCR, BCR recognizes soluble antigens. Although the basic scheme of the signaling 

is very similar to the TCR signaling, there are some interesting differences. According to the 

current dissociation activation model of BCR signaling, BCRs are present on the plasma 

membrane in a form of tightly packed oligomers. Antigen stimulation of BCRs leads to their 

dissociation and exposure of ITAM motifs, which are in turn phosphorylated by SFK [61, 62].  

However, the necessity of SFK in the initiation of BCR signaling is not unequivocally established. 

It is certain that BCR signaling can be initiated even with very low SFK kinase activity. It is well 

documented on SFK-deficient B cells. Three most expressed SFK in B cells are LYN, BLK and 

FYN. However, it is important to note that B cells also express small amounts of other SFK 

members, which could potentially contribute to the BCR signal transduction. LYN deficient B 

cells respond to BCR stimulation but the signaling is delayed [63]. Moreover, triple deficient LYN-

/-, BLK-/-, and FYN-/- B cells have severe block in early stage of development but they respond to 

antibody stimulation of CD79 by ITAM and SYK phosphorylation [64]. In line with these 

experiments, inhibition of SFK activity by small molecular inhibitor PP2 leads to a delay in BCR 

signaling but does not completely inhibit it. The requirements for SFK activity in the initiation of 

BCR signaling are dependent on the type or strength of stimulation. When B cells are stimulated 

with monovalent or weak antigen, the signaling can be inhibited by PP2, while stimulation with 

more potent antigen cannot be blocked this way [65, 66]. Under some experimental conditions, it 

has been shown that SYK can phosphorylate ITAM motifs independently of SFK [66-68]. Based 
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on these observations, it has been suggested that if the stimulation of BCR is multivalent, SYK 

can activate itself in a trans manner, phosphorylate ITAM motifs and initiate the signaling 

independently of SFK [66]. Similarly to TCR signaling, activation of SYK is a crucial step in the 

initiation of BCR signaling, which results in an assembly of complex signalosome on the platform 

of CD79a and CD79b heterodimer (Figure 2.). Notably, unlike TCR, BCR does not use an 

accessory transmembrane adaptor protein, which would be similar to LAT, to facilitate assembly 

of this signalosome [69].   

 

4.3. Adaptor proteins in leukocyte signaling 

 

4.3.1. Transmembrane adaptor proteins 

Transmembrane adaptors are group of proteins, which lack enzymatic activity. They are used by 

other proteins such as kinases or lipases as scaffolds or platforms for assembly of  signalosomes 

of varying complexity. They can be divided into two main groups. The first group contains 

proteins, which directly associate with receptors such as CD3, CD79, DAP10 or DAP12 [31, 36-

39, 70, 71]. The second group is composed of proteins, which do not appear to be directly 

associated with any particular receptor in the steady state. Those are mainly LAT, PAG, LIME, 

LAX, NTAL, LST1, SCIMP, PRR7 or WBP1L [72-88]. Nevertheless, it is not always completely 

clear whether and how tightly are some of these proteins bound to receptors. For example SCIMP 

has been shown to regulate DECTIN-1 signaling without directly interacting with the receptor. It 

has been suggested that it interacts with DECTIN-1 only indirectly via tetraspanin-enriched 

microdomains [89]. On the other hand, it has also been reported that after stimulation with TLR2, 

TLR3 and TLR4 ligands SCIMP directly interacts with these receptors and regulates their 

signaling. However, prior to activation, in the steady state, interaction of SCIMP with these 

receptors is rather weak or non-detectable [90, 91].  

All transmembrane adaptor proteins, which do not directly associate with the receptors have very 

similar structure. They are rather small, monomeric (with the exception of LST1), single 

membrane spanning molecules. They have very small or no extracellular domain, followed by 

transmembrane and most likely disordered cytoplasmic domain. Majority of them also have 

conserved palmitoylation motif CXXC or CXC in the close proximity of the transmembrane 

domain [74-80, 85-88]. Palmitoylation affects trafficking and localization of these proteins within 
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the plasma membrane [92-94]. Although cytoplasmic domain is very variable among the members 

of transmembrane adaptor family, some common types of motifs can be distinguished. LAT, LAX, 

SCIMP, NTAL, PAG and LIME have tyrosine containing motifs recognized by SH2 domains, as 

well as proline containing sequences, typical ligands for SH3 domains [74-80, 85, 88]. In contrast, 

WBP1L and PRR7 have WW domains binding motifs PPXY, which are typically recognized by 

WW domains of NEDD4 family ubiquitin ligases [86, 87, 95-97].  

Although the structure of the transmembrane adaptor proteins is very similar, they participate in 

different signaling pathways. For example, the best known adaptor protein LAT have a critical 

role in T cell signaling as discussed above. PAG regulates SFK kinase activity by bridging SFK 

with their negative regulator CSK kinase [75, 76]. SCIMP is positive regulator of pattern 

recognition receptors TLR 2,3,4,9 and DECTIN-1 [89-91]. Interestingly, NTAL was reported to 

have both positive and negative roles in TCR signaling. It was shown that when LAT is present, 

NTAL acts as negative regulator of TCR signaling and its loss leads to T cell mediated 

autoimmunity [98]. On the other hand, when LAT is absent NTAL can partially substitute for its 

loss [99]. Notably, the list of the transmembrane adaptors may be still incomplete  and new possible 

transmembrane adaptor proteins involved in leukocyte signaling may still be identified in protein 

sequence databases. 

 

4.3.2. WBP1L, ETV6 and human diseases 

In my thesis we aimed to discover the function of WBP1L, one of the poorly characterized 

transmembrane adaptor proteins. Therefore, I would like to highlight previous findings connected 

to WBP1L that served as initial clues and motivations for the study. 

Expression of Outcome predictor of acute leukemia (OPAL1) also known as WW binding protein 

1 like (WBP1L) was initially reported to correlate with good prognosis of acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia in children [100]. Later, it was shown that WBP1L is not an independent marker of good 

prognosis but its expression rather correlates with ETV6-RUNX1 translocation [101, 102], which 

had already been established as a marker of favorable prognosis in leukemia [103]. Nevertheless, 

if the ETV6-RUNX1 patients were treated with less aggressive treatment, WBP1L expression still 

positively correlated with the prognosis [102]. 
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ETV6 gene is coding for transcriptional repressor and WBP1L was proven to be its target gene 

[104, 105]. Interestingly, ETV6-RUNX1 translocation leads to the disruption of one allele of ETV6 

and the second allele is commonly also deleted or inactivated [106, 107]. The loss of function of 

ETV6 repressing ability explains overexpression of WBP1L in ETV6-RUNX1 positive leukemias. 

Notably, ETV6 mutations are not restricted to acute lymphoblastic leukemia. ETV6 is also mutated 

in patients with myelodysplastic syndrome, acute myeloid leukemia or thrombocytopenia [108-

112].  Apart from pathological hematopoiesis, ETV6 also has an important function in normal 

hematopoiesis. This is well documented in ETV6 deficient mice. These mice are dying between 

embryonic day 10.5 and 11.5. The reasons for premature embryonic death are most likely defects 

in angiogenesis and intra embryonic apoptosis. However, the embryonic hematopoiesis doesn’t 

seem to be affected by the loss of ETV6 [113]. In order to dissect the role of ETV6 in adult 

hematopoiesis, Wang et al studied the contribution of ETV6 deficient cells to the development of 

hematopoiesis in chimeric mice. These mice were prepared by injection of ETV6 deficient stem 

cells to the blastocyst of wild type animals. Remarkably, ETV6 deficient cells completely failed 

to contribute to the adult hematopoiesis [114]. Later, the same group further studied the role of 

ETV6 in hematopoiesis using inducible knock out mice. By several elegant experiments, they 

demonstrated that ETV6 is a critical regulator of hematopoietic stem cell survival [115]. 

Sequence analysis of WBP1L revealed similar architecture as structural protein family referred to 

as Shisa or Shisa-like proteins. The family is composed of proteins, which have conserved unique 

cysteine-containing motifs in the extracellular domain. WBP1L and other proteins identified by an  

in silico screening approach based on sequence similarities were grouped and named single 

transmembrane proteins with conserved 6 cysteines. Interestingly, several of these proteins such 

as WBP1 also have WW binding motifs, which may be recognized by NEDD4 family ubiquitin 

ligases. Nevertheless, there is little evidence so far about the structure of the extracellular domains 

or the function of these proteins [116]. 
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4.3.3. Cytoplasmic adaptor proteins  

Similarly to transmembrane adaptor proteins, cytoplasmic adaptors have no enzymatic activity and 

serve as connectors between other proteins. They feature remarkable structural and functional 

diversity and contribute to signaling pathways of majority if not all known surface receptors. In 

the following paragraphs I will briefly describe several examples of adaptor proteins that are 

relevant for publications presented in this thesis.  

 

4.3.3.1. SLP76 and SLP65 

SLP76 and SLP65 adaptors are mainly participating in signal transduction downstream of 

immunoreceptors such as TCR, BCR, NK receptors or Fc receptors. Although they share only 33% 

sequence homology, they have similar domain organization, starting with several SH2 binding 

motifs followed by proline rich region and an SH2 domain at the C-terminus [40, 117-121]. In 

addition, SLP65 has at the N terminus a leucine zipper like domain, not present in SLP76, which 

is important for SLP65 binding to the plasma membrane [122]. Both SLP65 and SLP76 interact 

with PLCγ [123, 124]. The interaction is necessary for bringing PLCγ to the proximity of 

immunoreceptors and consequently for the initiation of calcium response [124-126]. Apart from 

PLCγ they also interact with several other proteins involved in signal transduction and thus 

participate as accessory scaffold proteins in the assembly of complex signalosome associated with 

the immunoreceptors, which is illustrated in detail in Figure  2. [40]. 

 

4.3.3.2. MyD88 and TRIF 

Other adaptor proteins, including MyD88 and TRIF participate in pattern recognition receptor 

signaling. Pattern recognition receptors (PRR) recognize structural motifs of both exogenous 

origin present in molecules associated with pathogens and of endogenous origin present in 

molecules associated with tissue damage [127-129]. The first identified and the most studied 

family of PRRs are Toll like receptors (TLR) [129-132]. TLR signaling pathways are initiated 

through binding of MYD88 and/or TRIF cytoplasmic adaptor proteins to the receptors. Both of 

them contain Toll/IL-1 receptor (TIR) domains, which mediate the homotypic interaction with the 
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TIR domain of the receptor. Binding of these adaptors to the receptor mediates signalosome 

assembly and activation of downstream signaling pathways [133-137]. 

  

4.3.3.3. PSTPIP2 

In our work we focused on cytoplasmic adaptor protein PSTPIP2, which have not yet been directly 

connected to any receptor signaling pathway and its loss leads to severe disease in mice. It is a 

cytoplasmic adaptor protein expressed in myeloid cells [138-140]. However, its protein expression 

in lymphoid cells have not yet been thoroughly tested. Expression of PSTPIP2 is upregulated by 

stimulation with proinflammatory molecules such as LPS, INFγ or TNFα [138, 141].   

PSTIP2 belongs to the family of proteins containing F-bar domain. It’s a curved, banana-shaped 

domain, which mediates interaction with cellular membranes [142-144]. The remaining part of 

PSTPIP2 protein contains several interaction motifs, which were shown to mediate interaction 

with PEST family phosphatases, CSK kinase and SHIP1 phosphatase (Figure 3.) [138, 139, 144]. 

Nevertheless, till now it has not been clear how are the PSTPIP2 interacting proteins connected to 

PSTPIP2 function. 

The indispensability of PSTIP2 adaptor for the regulation of proinflammatory leukocyte signaling 

has been well demonstrated in murine models. Two independent papers have described mice, 

which suffered from autoinflammatory disease caused by the loss or substantially reduced 

expression of PSTPIP2 [141, 145, 146]. These animals had point mutations in Pstpip2 gene, either 

spontaneous [147] or induced by chemical mutagenesis [141]. The mouse strain with the complete 

loss of PSTPIP2, named Pstpip2cmo, was further used in the majority of experiments reported in 

the literature. The cmo abbreviation in the strain’s name stands for chronic multifocal 

osteomyelitis, the name of the disease these mice suffer from. It is manifested by sterile 

inflammation of paws, tails and occasionaly ears, and severe bone destruction in the affected 

tissues. The disease can be transferred by bone marrow transplantation, which proves its 

hematopoietic origin. It also develops in RAG deficient mice, which lack adaptive immunity. 

These data suggests that its primarily induced by myeloid cells [141, 146].   

Pstpip2cmo mice have elevated levels of several proinflamatory cytokines and among them IL-1β 

was shown to play crucial role in disease development. The major source of active form of IL-1β 
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in CMO mice are neutrophils [148-150]. However, it is unclear what receptor, if any, stimulates 

these cells to produce excessive amounts of IL-1β.  Recent evidence suggest that microbiota play 

a role in priming of CMO neutrophils, since CMO disease can be prevented by microbiota-

affecting diet, antibiotics or microbiota transplantation [148].  

PSTPIP2 was shown to negatively regulate Fc- receptor and TLR signaling pathways as well as 

signaling initiated by silica treatment [138]. Nevertheless, there is no evidence of direct or indirect 

interaction of PSTPIP2 with these receptors. Therefore, the precise mechanism of how PSTPIP2 

regulates signaling pathways and thus prevents autoinflammation remains to be discovered. 

 

4.4. NEDD4 family ligases in leukocyte signaling  

NEDD4 family ligases are a group of proteins, which share similar domain organization. They are 

composed of N terminal C2 domain, which mediates interaction with lipids, several WW binding 

domains and C terminal HECT catalytic domain. Similarly, to other E3 ubiquitin ligases, they 

transfer ubiquitin to the lysines of targeted proteins or to another ubiquitin to generate 

polyubiquitin chains. There are several different types of ubiquitin chains based on the position, 

where additional ubiquitins are added to the growing polyubiquitin chain. However, NEDD4 

family ligases seem to make predominantly chains, which tag proteins for the proteasome 

degradation [151].  

The family of NEDD4 ubiquitin ligases is composed of 9 members in humans, of which 8 are also 

conserved in mice. The NEDD4 family members are NEDD4, NEDD4L, NEDL1, ITCH, WWP1, 

WWP2, SMURF1 and SMURF2 [97]. Several reports suggest that they share common 

mechanisms of regulation, though not all of the mechanisms have been shown in each member of 

the family and, thus, several related models of their regulation have been suggested (Figure 3.)  

[151].  
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Figure 3. Visualization of two models of autoinhibited conformation of NEDD4 family ubiquitin 

ligases. Each model lists members, which are suggested to adopt the particular conformation. 

Image was adopted from [151]. 

 

In the steady state, they are in the cytoplasm in closed and inactive conformation. The closed 

conformation is maintained by the interaction between the linker region separating neighboring 

WW binding domains and a HECT domain [152]. The C2 domain has also been suggested to 

participate in this intramolecular interaction by binding the HECT domain [153, 154]. Moreover, 

the closed conformation can be further stabilized by an intermolecular interaction of WW binding 

domain with LPXY motif or other motifs within the HECT domain (Figure 3.) [155, 156].  Binding 

of WW domains to their binding motifs present in substrates, C2 binding to lipids or 

phosphorylation can induce separation of WW domains and C2 domain from HECT domain and 

a switch to active open conformation [152, 153, 155-158]. The active NEDD4 ligases ubiquitinate 

substrates. Often, they also  undergo auto-ubiquitination, which couples their activation to their 

own degradation [151, 152]. 

The function of NEDD4 family ligases is pleotropic, ranging from neuromuscular development to 

immune cell signaling [159, 160]. Moreover, several members were suggested to have overlapping 

functions. For example, expression of a chemokine receptor CXCR4 was shown to be regulated 

by at least two members of NEDD4 family ligases ITCH and WWP1 [161-163]. Deficiencies of 

NEDD4 family E3 ligases in mouse models result in varied phenotypes. Probably the most striking 

immunologically relevant one has been observed in mice lacking NEDD4 family member ITCH. 
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These mice develop autoimmune condition characterized by pulmonary inflammation and constant 

itching. The chronic inflammation leads to premature death [164, 165].  Similarly to other E3 

ligases, ITCH has numerous substrates and, thus, the autoimmunity does not seem to have a single 

disease causing mechanism [166]. However, at least part of the mechanism was explained by ITCH 

ability to ubiquitinate and thus mark for the degradation transcriptional factor JunB in T cells. Loss 

of ITCH and thus upregulation of JunB leads to T cell polarization to Th2 phenotype observed in 

Itchy mice. Th2 T cells produce IL-4 and IL5, which stimulate B cells to produce IgE and IgG1 

antibodies, which can cause allergy like response presented with skin itching via Fc- receptor 

induce degranulation of myeloid cells such as mast cells, basophils or eosinophils [167]. 

 

4.5. CXCR4 signaling and biology 

CXCR4 is a G-protein coupled chemokine receptor, which seven times spans plasma membrane. 

It also is one of the receptors used by HIV virus to enter the cell [168-170]. Its canonical ligand is 

stromal cell derived factor 1 (SDF-1) also known as CXCL12 [171-173]. Alternative spicing of  

SDF-1 gene gives rise to six different isoforms of the protein named SDF-1α, SDF-1β, SDF-1γ, 

SDF-1δ, SDF-1ε and SDF-1φ [174, 175]. They have different properties, including different life 

span and expression pattern [176]. However, they all stimulate CXCR4 [175].  

CXCR4 stimulation leads to an activation of several signaling pathways, which are usually divided 

into two groups. The first group of signaling pathways are initiated via activation of trimeric G 

proteins, which activate PLCβ and thus induce calcium response, inhibit adenylate cyclase or 

activate PIP3 kinases and, consequently, AKT signaling pathway. The second group of signaling 

pathways are G protein independent. These are JAK/STAT or MAPK signaling pathways [177, 

178].  

Experiments with CXCR4 deficient mice revealed pivotal role of CXCR4 in homing and retention 

of hematopoietic cells in the bone marrow. However, these mice died perinatally, because of 

cardiac defects, which made research on the role of CXCR4 in adult hematopoiesis difficult [179]. 

Initially, it could only be studied in animals transplanted with fetal liver cells from CXCR4 

deficient mice. The resulting chimeras were not able to retain immature progenitors in the bone 

marrow and consequently increased numbers of progenitors were found in blood [180].  
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Interestingly, the number of hematopoietic stem cells in CXCR4 deficient mice was increased. 

Moreover, these cells were shown to be hyperproliferative in culture and this hyperproliferation 

could be inhibited by addition of SDF-1 [181]. Further experiments with SDF-1 and CXCR4 

deficient mice or WHIM mice (discussed below) have also shown that CXCR4 regulates early B 

cell development [182, 183]. These data suggest that CXCR4 signaling also has  functions 

independent of cell migration.   

Opposite effect on hematopoietic cell migration is observed in patients with mutations of C 

terminal tail of CXCR4 [184]. These mutations can prevent internalization and desensitization of 

CXCR4 required for proper termination of its signaling. Consequently, the patients have low blood 

cell counts and particularly profound defect in B cell mediated immune response [185].  It leads 

to the development of Warts, Hypogammaglobinemia, Infections and Myelokathexis (i.e. retention 

of myeloid cells in the bone marrow), collectively reffered to as WHIM syndrome [186]. However, 

WHIM syndrome should be rather understood as an extreme example of CXCR4 hyperactivation. 

Milder upregulation of CXCR4 activity does not necessarily lead to such a strong phenotype. For 

example, mice deficient in adaptor protein MIM, which have upregulated CXCR4 expression, 

show enhanced leukocyte migration toward SDF-1 but no peripheral lymphopenia [187, 188]. It 

should be noted that MIM affects not only CXCR4 signaling but also several other signaling 

pathways [188]. Therefore, the phenotype of these mice may be also affected by CXCR4 

independent mechanisms.    
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5. Aims of the study 

In my thesis, I aimed to characterize the roles of adaptors and kinases in signal transduction of 

immune cells. Clearly, in a single thesis one cannot cover all the adaptors, kinases and signaling 

pathways regulating immune system. Therefore, I together with my colleagues and collaborators 

focused on those that are part of the long term research line of our laboratory. I believe that 

understanding the molecular mechanisms behind the immune system regulation is the basic 

prerequisite for the development of therapies to human diseases.  In the following text, I will 

describe questions and problems we wanted to solve and also briefly clarify the connections to 

their potential impact on human medicine, before discussing individual projects in more detail.   

The first project aimed to characterize the role of SFK in the initiation of BCR and TCR signaling. 

As mentioned in the introduction, TCR and BCR have different requirements regarding the amount 

of SFK activity necessary to initiate the signaling. It is particularly interesting, because both 

signaling pathways use similar scheme or mechanisms of signal transduction. It has been believed 

that in contrast to ZAP-70, SYK kinase can phosphorylate ITAMs and thus initiate the signaling 

independently of SFK. However, this hypothesis has not yet been sufficiently supported by the 

experimental evidence. Therefore, the main questions behind this project were: Can SYK 

phosphorylate ITAMs and thus induce signaling independently of SFK? If not, what are the other 

mechanisms responsible for the resistance of BCR signaling to SFK inhibition? Or if we look at 

the same issue from the different angle. What are the SFK-sensing mechanisms in TCR signaling, 

which make the TCR signaling hypersensitive to SFK inhibition? Detailed understanding of 

antigen specific receptor signaling is the basic perquisite for the development of therapy of B and 

T cell-mediated autoimmunity and immunodeficiency or for the development of chimeric 

antigenic receptors for cancer therapy. 

The second project aimed to discover the function of previously uncharacterized gene WBP1L.  It 

codes for transmembrane adaptor protein overexpressed in the most common type of acute 

lymphoblastic leukemia in children. Its expression is regulated by ETV6 repressor, which regulates 

stem cell survival and is often mutated in cancer. Moreover, analysis of WBP1L coding sequence 

predicts several binding sides for NEDD4 family ubiquitin ligases. Therefore, the main question 

of this projects were:  Does WBP1L interact with NEDD4 family ubiquitin ligases? What are the 

signaling pathways regulated by WBP1L?  Does WBP1L regulate hematopoiesis? Does WBP1L 
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functions overlap with the function of ETV6 in hematopoietic stem cells? What is the potential 

impact of WBP1L function on the biology of leukemia? 

The third project focuses on the role of cytoplasmic adaptor protein PSTPIP2 in the development 

of chronic multifocal osteomyelitis (CMO). It is well documented that the loss of PSTPIP2 causes 

the  CMO disease in mice. However, it is not completely clear, what signaling pathways apart from 

pathways downstream of inflammasome/IL-1β cause the disease and how they are regulated by 

PSTPIP2. In our work, we aimed to connect PSTPIP2 to the signaling pathways regulating 

neutrophil biology and analyze the impact of this regulation on the disease development. We 

believe, that connecting neutrophil signaling pathways to the disease manifestation can help us 

find targets for therapy in related autoinflammatory diseases in humans.  

In the fourth project, we aimed to establish and optimize a method allowing expression of 

fluorescently tagged proteins in macrophages and dendritic cells. We do not expect any clinical 

impact of his method. Nevertheless, we have successfully used this method in both PSTPIP2 and 

WBP1L projects and it continues being indispensable in our studies of localization of intracellular 

proteins in living cells. 
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6. Results and discussion 
 

6.1. Differential threshold for sensing Src-family kinase activity by B cell and T cell 

antigen receptors. 

 

This study is a continuation of my previous work summarized in my diploma thesis. Since majority 

of the experiments described here and in the manuscript attached below were completed during 

my Ph.D. studies, I have included the manuscript in my doctoral thesis. Here I am briefly clarifying 

which of the experiments described below were part of my diploma thesis and what is their 

relationship to my Ph.D. work. First, in my diploma thesis, I have selected suitable cell lines that 

show similar resistance/sensitivity to SFK inhibition as cells used in earlier studies and I measured 

sensitivity of their calcium response to PP2 (chapter 6.1.1. below). I also generated Jurkat-derived 

P116 cells expressing SYK and ZAP-70 and performed calcium response measurements with these 

cells. However, because of the instability of the constructs presented in the diploma thesis, I had 

to make new cDNA constructs coding for SYK and repeat all these experiments within my Ph.D. 

work. Thus, the original diploma thesis data are not included in the manuscript (chapter 6.1.2., first 

paragraph). Finally, the experiments with CD16-TCRζ fusion protein (chapter 6.1.4., first 

paragraph) were part of my diploma thesis and remained in the manuscript. For the sake of clarity 

and comprehensibility, I have included descriptions of all these data in the following chapters. 

There were additional data on this topic in my diploma thesis that did not become part of the 

manuscript and these are not described here. 

 

6.1.1.Experimental model 

 

In this study we have decided to perform all the experiments in human T cell line Jurkat and B cell 

line Ramos. The main reason for using cell lines and not primary cells was that cell lines enable 

us to better distinguish true causes from mere correlations, because it is possible and affordable to 

delete genes in these cells as required and transduce these cells with variety of different constructs. 

Moreover, both cell lines are well established in the field of TCR and BCR signaling. Our initial 

experiments demonstrated that the results of earlier studies on other cell lines and primary T cells 

and B cells [65, 66] can also be reproduced in Ramos B cell line and Jurkat T cell line. TCR 

signaling initiated by antibody mediated TCR crosslinking in Jurkat cells was inhibited by 2μM 
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concertation of PP2, while BCR signaling in Ramos cells was resistant to at least ten times higher 

concentration, though the signaling had delayed kinetics. The delay was proportionate to 

increasing concentration of PP2. 

 

6.1.2. SYK expression lowers the dependence of TCR and BCR signaling on SFK 

 

To test whether SYK can induce signaling independently of SFK. We took advantage of Jurkat 

derived T cell line P116, which is deficient in expression of both SYK and ZAP-70 [189]. We 

transduced these cells with retroviral vectors coding for SYK or ZAP-70. Throughout the study 

we used the constructs where the cDNA of the gene of interest was attached to a reporter gene via 

internal ribosomal entry side (IRES). Thus, the reporter gene expression allowed us to indirectly 

gate and sort for cells with particular expression of the gene of our interest. We stimulated the 

P116 SYK and P116 ZAP-70 cells with anti TCR antibody in the presence or absence of different 

concentrations of PP2 and monitored the calcium response by flow cytometry (FACS). We gated 

on similar expression of SYK and ZAP-70 as we found in Ramos and Jurkat cells. Interestingly, 

P116 SYK cells were more resistant to SFK inhibition than P116 ZAP-70 cells but the standard 

dose of PP2 (10҄μM), which is commonly used to prove involvement of SFK in signaling pathways, 

completely inhibited TCR signaling in these cells.  

Next, we complemented these results with a similar experiment in B cells. However, SYK deficient 

B cell line had never been prepared before. Therefore, we inactivated SYK-coding gene in Ramos 

cells using CRISPR-Cas9, which we delivered to the cells by lentivirus, generating R.SYKKO cells. 

We transduced R.SYKKO cells with ZAP-70 or CRISPR-Cas9 resistant SYK, which we prepared 

by codon optimization. Similarly to previous experiment we stimulated R.SYKKO-SYK or 

R.SYKKO-ZAP-70 cells with anti BCR antibody in the presence or absence of different 

concentrations of PP2. R.SYKKO-SYK cells reacted to SFK inhibition similarly as Ramos cells, 

showing resistance to at least 20μM PP2. In contrast, R.SYKKO-ZAP-70 cells were resistant to 

10μM concentration of PP2, but 20μM concertation of PP2 completely inhibited the signaling. 

Collectively, these data show that in contrast to ZAP-70, SYK can partially compensate for the 

loss of SFK activity. However, it cannot fully explain the different level of SFK activity required 

to initiate BCR or TCR signaling. 
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6.1.3. SYK ability to phosphorylate ITAMs does not contribute to the increased resistance 

of SYK expressing cells to SFK inhibition. 

 

The previous studies have suggested that SYK can phosphorylate ITAMs and thus initiate 

signaling independently of SFK [66-68]. To test whether the difference between SYK and ZAP-

70 expressing cells in their resistance to SFK inhibition is caused by the ability of SYK to 

phosphorylate ITAMs, we probed CD79a phosphorylation in R.SYKKO-SYK, R.SYKKO-ZAP-70 

or control R.SYKKO cells transduced with empty vector stimulated by anti BCR antibody in the 

presence or absence of 20μM concentration of PP2. We used concentration of PP2, which inhibited 

R.SYKKO-ZAP-70 cell signaling but not R.SYKKO-SYK  cell signaling. We used two independent 

methods to probe CD79a phosphorylation. We immunoprecipitated CD79a and stained for all 

phosphotyrosines present in the immunoprcipitate (i.e. presumably also those of CD79b, which 

forms covalent dimers with CD79a) or we probed phosphorylation of one of the CD79a ITAM 

tyrosines by phosphospecific antibody in total cell lysates. Both approaches resulted in similar 

outcome. CD79 phosphorylation was higher in the cells transduced with SYK or ZAP-70 than in 

control cells. Interestingly, this phosphorylation was consistently higher in BCR stimulated 

R.SYKKO-ZAP-70 than in R.SYKKO-SYK regardless of the presence of PP2. Since PP2 treated 

R.SYKKO-ZAP-70 cells had more phosphorylated ITAMs than PP2 treated R.SYKKO-SYK cells, 

SYK ability to phosphorylate ITAMs could not explain the enhanced resistance of SYK expressing 

cells to SFK inhibition. 

These results can also be affected by higher expression of ZAP-70 compared to SYK in 

the transduced R.SYKKO cells. However, expression of SYK and ZAP-70 in R.SYKKO-SYK and 

R.SYKKO-ZAP-70 cells was similar to the previous experiment, where signaling in R.SYKKO-

ZAP-70 cells could be inhibited by 20μM concentration of PP2, while R.SYKKO-SYK cells were 

resistant to the same PP2 concentration. Though the mechanism of how SYK is able to partially 

compensate for the loss of SFK activity could not be completely elucidated by these experiemtns, 

it is plausible to speculate that higher kinase activity of SYK [190], its ability to bind hemi ITAMs 

[191] or better ability to autophosphorylate can play a role in the process [192, 193]. Importantly, 

the increased phosphorylation of CD79 in ZAP-70 and SYK expressing cells is not necessarily the 

result of direct phosphorylation by these kinases. It is also possible that their tandem SH2 domains 
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binding to the phosphorylated ITAMs protect ITAM phosphotyrosines from dephosphorylation by 

phosphatases. 

Remarkably, we have observed mild increase in CD79a phosphorylation after BCR stimulation in 

R.SYKKO control cells in the presence of 20μM PP2, which suggests that even the high dose of 

PP2 is not able to completely inhibit SFK activity or that there are other kinases, which can 

phosphorylate ITAMs. 

 

6.1.4. Structure or composition of BCR and TCR affects the sensitivity of the signaling to 

SFK inhibition 

To further explore the mechanism responsible for the differences in the requirement for SFK 

kinase activity in BCR and TCR signaling, we expressed TCR signaling module in Ramos B cells. 

The TCR signaling module was a chimeric protein composed of full length TCRζ tagged for the 

purpose of antibody recognition by extracellular domain of CD16. Importantly, signaling initiated 

by antibody crosslinking of CD16-TCRζ in Ramos B cells induced relatively strong calcium 

response, which could be inhibited by standard dose of PP2 (10μM). This result had several 

important implications. It suggested that composition or structure of BCR and TCR affects the 

sensitivity to SFK inhibition. It also showed that the resistance of BCR signaling to SFK inhibition 

is not the result of cell-specific background but that it is dependent on the architecture of particular 

signaling pathway. 

To complement this result, we also expressed BCR in T cells. In line with previous observations, 

BCR signaling in T cells was slightly but significantly more resistant to SFK inhibition than TCR 

signaling in the same cells. Interestingly, both TCR signaling in B cells and BCR signaling in T 

cells were delayed even without the PP2 treatment. We speculated that it could be the result of 

different specificity of SFK members expressed in B and T cells. To test this hypothesis, we 

transduced BCR positive T cells with LYN kinase, the prototypic B cell SFK. As we expected, 

expression of LYN in BCR positive T cells shortened the initial delay in signaling. It suggested 

certain level of non-redundancy between Src family members. Moreover, expression of LYN also 

shortened the delay in signaling in PP2-treated cells, which further supports the evidence of 

incomplete inhibition of SFK by PP2.  
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6.1.5. Bridging of LAT to TCR decreases dependence of TCR signaling to SFK kinase 

activity. 

Perhaps, the most apparent difference in the composition of BCR and TCR signaling apparatuses 

is the usage of accessory adaptor protein LAT. Recent paper also suggested that LAT 

phosphorylation by ZAP-70 is the rate limiting step in TCR activation [194]. It was also shown, 

that after stimulation LAT becomes physically connected to TCR and that ZAP-70 and LCK are 

participating in the process [59].  

Therefore, we asked whether the separation of LAT from TCR has a role in sensing SFK activity. 

To test this possibility, we generated another chimeric protein composed of full length LAT tagged 

with extracellular domain of CD16 to allow for antibody binding. It enabled us to co-crosslink 

TCR with LAT and thus probe sensitivity of TCR signaling to SFK inhibition independently of 

the LAT bridging step (Figure 4). We transduced P116 SYK and P116 ZAP cells with CD16-LAT. 

Next, we stimulated these cells with anti TCR antibody and simultaneously co-crosslinked TCR 

to LAT by antibodies as shown in Figure 4. Interestingly, co-crosslinking of LAT to TCR 

substantially increased the resistance of TCR signaling to SFK inhibition. Consistently with 

previous experiments, this effect was even more profound in the presence of SYK in P116 SYK 

CD16-LAT cells.  

Collectively, our data show that LAT separation from TCR, properties of ZAP-70 and also 

structure of TCR itself are crucial features of TCR signaling apparat that participate in sensing 

SFK activity. Although we used the antibody mediated crosslinking of TCR, which is rather rough 

model of TCR activation our data suggest that TCR signaling apparat have developed multilevel 

control mechanisms to sense SFK kinase activity. The multi-sensing model of SFK activity well 

fits to the current model of initiation of TCR signaling and consequently model of the antigen 

discrimination. It was suggested that the length of the duration of TCR MHC-peptide complex 

interaction can be interpreted as a time window in which CD4 or CD8 co-receptor recognize MHC 

molecule and bring the SFK kinase LCK to the close proximity of TCR to phosphorylate ITAMs 

and thus initiate the signaling [195]. Consistently, high affinity peptides are able to sustain the 

interaction for longer time than low affinity peptides [196]. Here we show that SFK activity is 

necessary in several steps of TCR signaling. This likely extends the time, for which TCR MHC-
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peptide interaction has to last in order to elicit signaling. It suggests that multi-sensing of SFK 

activity is a mechanism used to set up signaling threshold necessary for antigen discrimination. 

 

Figure 4. Illustration of experimental setup employed to co-crosslink LAT to TCR.  
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6.2. Transmembrane adaptor protein WBP1L regulates CXCR4 signaling and 

murine hematopoiesis 

 

6.2.1. Antibody generation and initial analyses of WBP1L protein 

Since WBP1L protein has not been previously studied there were no commercially available 

antibodies. We developed two types of antibodies recognizing WBP1L. The first was mouse 

monoclonal antibody against mouse WBP1L, which was suitable for immunoprecipitation but it 

was suboptimal for western blot staining. The second type of antibody was polyclonal antibody 

made in rabbit, which showed superior signal on western blot. However, immunoblotting of 

WBP1L was inefficient and difficult and thus we always had to enrich WBP1L by 

immunoprecipitation to enable reliable detection.  

 First, we analyzed expression of WBP1L protein in human and murine leukocyte subsets. We 

detected the highest expression of WBP1L in monocytes in humans and in macrophages in mice. 

We also observed relatively high expression of WBP1L in murine B and T lymphocytes in mice 

but rather lower expression in human lymphocytes. The discrepancy can be caused by different 

source of the cells, since human lymphocytes were isolated from blood, while murine lymphocytes 

were isolated from the spleen. We further showed that WBP1L has particularly high expression in 

ETV6-RUNX1 positive B cell progenitor cell line REH derived from acute lymphoblastic leukemia 

compared to ETV6-RUNX1 negative cell lines of similar origin. However, WBP1L expression was 

not changed after deletion of ETV6-RUNX1 fusion gene. It further supports the evidence that 

WBP1L is downregulated by ETV6 but ETV6-RUNX1 fusion protein is no longer able to suppress 

WBP1L expression. Since WBP1L appears on the western blot as blurred double band and 

sequence analyses of extracellular domain revealed putative glycosylation and palmitoylation sites 

(Figure 5.), we analyzed posttranscriptional modifications of WBP1L. We proved that WBP1L is 

both palmitoylated and glycosylated. To analyze WBP1L localization within the cell, we 

transduced WBP1L deficient macrophages with the construct coding for fusion protein WBP1L-

GFP that we previously used in our methodical paper (discussed in detail below). We also stained 

or transduced macrophages with fluorescent markers of cellular compartments and analyzed the 

co-localization of WBP1L with these markers using a confocal microscope. WBP1L co-localized 

with the plasma membrane, Golgi apparat, endoplasmic reticulum and partially also with acidic 

organelles, but it didn’t co-localize with mitochondria. 
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6.2.2. WBP1L interacts with E3 ubiquitin ligases and regulates CXCR4 expression, 

ubiquitination and signaling. 

In silico analysis of WBP1L sequence revealed putative WW domain binding sides in the 

intracellular domain. Based on the specific amino acid composition of the WW binding motifs, we 

speculated that it may serve as an interaction site for NEDD4 family ubiquitin ligases (Figure 5.). 

To test this hypotheses, we transduced WBP1L deficient immortalized monocyte/macrophage 

progenitors with a construct coding for WBP1L fused with Strep and Flag tag. We chose this cell 

type based on a particularly high expression of WBP1L in monocytes and macrophages.  We 

isolated WBP1L and its interacting partners by tandem purification and analyzed this material by 

tandem mass spectrometry. The data analysis confirmed that WBP1L interacts with several 

members of NEDD4 family ubiquitin ligases. By comparison of mass spectrometry intensities with 

mRNA expression analyzed by qPCR we predicted certain level of selectivity for WBP1L 

interaction with NEDD4 family members. We suggested that WBP1L interacts with WWP2, 

ITCH, WWP1 and NEDD4L but not with SMURF1, SMURF2 or NEDD4. We further showed by 

immunoprecipitation experiments with WBP1L, which had WW binding motifs deleted (further 

referred to as WBP1LΔN) that these motifs are responsible for the interaction with NEDD4 family 

ligases. Finally, we proved the interaction at the endogenous level by co-precipitation of WBP1L 

with WWP1 in macrophages.  

Since NEDD4 family ligases regulate chemokine receptor CXCR4 [161-163], we speculated that 

via NEDD4 family ligases WBP1L may regulate expression and ubiquitination of this receptor. 

To test this hypothesis, we co-transfected WBP1L wild type (WT) form or WBP1LΔN together 

with CXCR4 to HEK293 cells. As predicted we observed enhanced ubiquitination and reduced 

expression of CXCR4 when co-transfected with WT WBP1L but the co-transfection of WBP1LΔN 

had more limited effects.  

To test whether WBP1L regulates CXCR4 signaling, we downregulated WBP1L expression by 

two different shRNAs in human cell line REH and in mouse immortalized monocyte/macrophage 

progenitors. We stimulated the cells with SDF-1α and monitored the CXCR4 signaling at the level 

of AKT and ERK phosphorylation. We chose these two signaling pathways, because they represent 

both G protein dependent and independent signaling [177, 178]. Importantly, we observed 

enhanced AKT and ERK phosphorylation downstream of CXCR4 after WBP1L downregulation 

in REH cells, as well as in monocyte/macrophage progenitors. 
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Figure 5. Illustration of WBP1L composition. In the model are highlighted posttranslational 

modifications and interacting motifs. 

 

6.2.3. Analyses of WBP1L deficient mice 

CXCR4 is a key regulator of bone marrow homing and hematopoiesis[180]. To analyze the role 

of WBP1L in these processes, we obtained WBP1L deficient mice from International Mouse 

Phenotyping Consortium. First, we confirmed that WBP1L is not expressed in the bone marrow 

of these mice. Next, we analyzed numbers and percentages of different cell populations in the bone 

marrow, spleen, lymph nodes, peritoneum and blood. Surprisingly, the overall cellularities of all 

tested hematopoietic compartments were normal. On the other hand, we observed decreased 

numbers of pro and pre B cells in the bone marrow and increased numbers of marginal zone B 

cells in the spleen. This is similar to the phenotype of the WHIM mice, which have, increased 

CXCR4 signaling and surface expression, similar to what we expected in WBP1L-deficient 

animals [183]. We have also observed enhanced number of dendritic cells in the spleen and 

reduced number of B1 cells in the peritoneum. The reason for these differences is unclear but it is 

very plausible that WBP1L may regulate also other signaling pathways, since NEDD4 family 

ligases ubiquitinylate multiple proteins and their expression pattern differs among various cell 

types (discussed in more details in the introduction above).  
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Interestingly, we also observed enhanced number of Lin-, c-kit+, Sca1+ cells. These cells are 

represent early hematopoietic progenitors and stem cells.  To test, whether the WBP1L deficiency 

also affects function of these cells, we have performed a series of transplantation experiments. We 

used three congenic mouse strains, which express different variants of CD45 protein and thus the 

origin of the cells can be easily tracked by flow cytometry. We transplanted bone marrow cells 

from WT or WBP1L deficient mice mixed with WT competitor bone marrow cells into lethally 

irradiated recipient mice in a 1:1 ratio. We monitored the engraftment by analysis of blood 

samples. Remarkably, the WBP1L deficient cells engrafted approximately three times better than 

the competitor cells, while the WT cells engrafted similarly as the competitor cells. The enhanced 

engraftment of WBP1L deficient cells was obvious already three weeks after the transplantation 

at it was sustained for at least four months until we sacrificed the animals. The enhanced 

engraftment was visible in both lymphoid and myeloid linages, which suggests that WBP1L 

deficiency affects already early progenitors or stem cells. Since WBP1L deficient mice have 

increased number of LSK cells, we tested whether the enhanced engraftment is not a simple result 

of transplanting more hematopoietic stem cells. Therefore, we sorted and transplanted similar 

numbers of LSK cells using the same set up. The results were the same as when we transplanted 

the whole bone marrow, showing that the improved engraftment is not the consequence of 

increased numbers of LSK cells. To test whether the difference is caused by enhanced migration 

of WBP1L-deficient cells to the bone marrow we performed a homing assay. We transplanted 

bone marrow cells similarly as in previous experiments but we sacrificed the mice 16 hours after 

the transplantation and analyzed the ratios of the cells that migrated to the bone marrow. We did 

not observe any differences in homing abilities between WT and WBP1L deficient cells. Next, we 

tested proliferation of WBP1L bone marrow cells after transplantation but we did not observe any 

differences in the proliferation of total bone marrow cells or any of their subsets either. Therefore, 

the mechanism of how WBP1L affects stem or progenitor cell function remains unclear.  

The effect of WBP1L on hematopoietic stem and progenitor cell function has several interesting 

implications. It was shown that ETV6 is positive regulator of hematopoietic stem cell function but 

the mechanism of the regulation remains elusive [115]. It is plausible to think that the part of the 

mechanism how ETV6 regulates hematopoietic stem cell function is mediated by its target gene 

Wbp1l [104]. Moreover, since WBP1L has strong impact on the progenitors and stem cells, it is 
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plausible that it may affect also cancer stem cells, which have been shown to be a crucial part of 

leukemia biology. 

After publishing this study, we have performed several additional experiments, which are aiming 

at identifying the mechanism explaining enhanced hematopoietic stem cell function. We have 

analyzed mRNA expression in WT and WBP1L deficient LSK cells after the transplantation by 

RNA sequencing. Among other interesting findings we have observed increased expression of 

metalloproteinase MMP9 in WBP1L deficient cells. Our preliminary data indicate that MMP9 is 

overexpressed in WBP1L deficient LSK cells also at the protein level. Interestingly, MMP9 was 

shown to play a positive role in the recovery of hematopoiesis after bone marrow suppression 

[197].   

 

6.2.4. WBP1L has different effects on CXCR4 signaling when it is lost in the germline or 

when it is inducibly deleted in the adult organism 

Although reduced numbers of pre and pro B cells and increased numbers of marginal zone B cells 

in WBP1L deficient mice are consistent with enhanced CXCR4 signaling, similar homing of bone 

marrow cells is completely incompatible with this hypothesis. Therefore, we analyzed CXCR4 

signaling in WBP1L deficient bone marrow cells but we also did not observe any differences. 

There are only two possible explanations for this result. Loss of WBP1L is compensated for by 

other proteins or our shRNA experiments were false positive due to an off-target effect of the 

shRNA. To distinguish between these two possibilities, we immortalized monocyte/macrophage 

progenitors from both WT and WBP1L deficient mice. We transduced both cell lines with the 

same anti WBP1L shRNA as we used previously and analyzed the SDF-1α induced CXCR4 

signaling. Interestingly, WBP1L downregulation in WT cells led to an increase in CXCR4 

signaling but transduction of WBP1L deficient cells with the same shRNA had no effect. This 

result is clearly showing that the loss of WBP1L in the germ line can be compensated by other 

proteins and that WBP1L regulates CXCR4 signaling. Consistently with this conclusion, we 

observed enhanced bone marrow homing of immortalized progenitors where WBP1L was 

downregulated by shRNA. Therefore, we generated mice with conditional Wbp1l deficiency where 

Wbp1l is deleted by injection of tamoxifen. Interestingly, this acute Wbp1l deletion resulted in 

enhanced CXCR4 signaling in granulocytes, monocytes, T cells and KIT+ cells. KIT+ cells 

represent a mixed population of hematopoietic bone marrow progenitors. Consistently with 
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previous in vitro experiments, we observed enhanced expression of CXCR4 on KIT+ cells where 

Wbp1l has been acutely deleted both in vitro and in vivo. We further showed that these cells migrate 

faster toward CXCR4 in vitro and to the bone marrow in vivo. Collectively, these data are showing 

that the loss of WBP1L in the germ line can be compensated for by currently unknown mechanism 

but acute loss of WBP1L causes enhanced CXCR4 expression, signaling and CXCR4-mediated 

migration. 

Enhanced CXCR4 signaling was shown to be negative prognostic marker in acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia. Leukemic cells with high expression of CXCR4 home better to the bone marrow, where 

they are more protected from chemotherapy [198]. Here, we show that acute loss of WBP1L causes 

enhanced CXCR4 signaling and bone marrow homing. Therefore, we propose that increase in 

WBP1L expression in ETV6-RUNX1+ leukemia [102] can attenuate CXCR4 signaling, which 

may be part of the reason why this type of leukemia responds better to treatment. However, further 

research on WBP1L function in leukemic cells is necessary to confirm the hypothesis. 

 

6.3. Dysregulated NADPH oxidase promotes bone damage in murine model of 

autoinflammatory osteomyelitis. 

 

6.3.1. PSTPIP2 regulates NADPH oxidase activity 

While trying to discover signaling pathways and receptors regulated by PSTPIP2 we found that 

PSTPIP2 deficient bone marrow cells have increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

in response to treatment with silica particles. These are particles of silicon dioxide. They represent 

a common environmental agent. For workers generating large amount of dust from silicon dioxide 

containing materials, exposure to these dust particles represents  health hazard, mainly due to their 

ability to cause chronic inflammation in the lungs [199]. In mice, silica is recognized by SR-B1 

receptor and most likely by other receptors, which have not yet been identified. It also activates 

NLRP3 inflammasome, resulting in IL-1β production and inflammation [200]. Hyperproduction 

of IL-1β by NLRP3 inflammasome (in part) also drives the disease development in Pstpip2cmo 

mice.  

ROS production is one of the mechanisms responsible for pathogen destruction. It is typically 

elicited in response to PRR receptor stimulation on phagocytes [201]. To identify bone marrow 

cell population responsible for the increase in ROS production, we isolated monocytes and 
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granulocytes via magnetic activated cell sorting technique (MACS). While monocyte response to 

silica was relatively weak and no significant difference between WT and Pstpip2cmo cells was 

observed, granulocytes produced much larger amount of ROS, which was substantially higher in 

Pstpip2cmo cells than in WT. 

We further asked, whether the increased ROS production is specific for silica treatment or if other 

stimulations will have the same effect. We stimulated neutrophils with E. coli bacteria, LPS, fMLP, 

TNFα and heat aggregated IgG antibodies to stimulate Fc-receptor signaling. Interestingly, all 

stimulations induced higher production of ROS in PSTPIP2-deficient neutrophils when compared 

to WT neutrophils, though the response intensity was generally lower than the response to silica. 

Moreover, we observed increased basal ROS production in bone marrow cells even in the absence 

of any stimulation. Collectively, these results suggest that PIPSTP2 controls ROS production 

independently of the type of the stimulation.  

Notably, Pstpip2cmo neutrophils are exposed to inflammatory environment, which can prime them 

and thus induce enhanced ROS production. Therefore, the increased ROS production can be an 

effect extrinsic factors. To test this possibility, we analyzed markers of neutrophil priming. We 

analyzed CD11b surface expression, activity of IL-1β promoter and cytoskeletal organization 

[202, 203] . We did not observe upregulation of any marker of neutrophil priming. To further rule 

out the possibility that the increased ROS production is caused by inflammatory environment, we 

crossed CMO mice with MYD88 deficient mice. As discussed in the introduction, MYD88 is 

crucial adaptor protein in TLR signaling but it is also indispensable for IL-1 receptor signaling 

[204, 205]. Therefore, the PSTPIP2 MYDD88 double deficient mice were healthy. Interestingly, 

bone marrow cells from these double deficient mice had similarly increased ROS production as 

CMO bone marrow cells. Together, these data show that the enhanced production of ROS in 

PSTPIP2 deficient neutrophils is cell intrinsic. 

 

6.3.2. NADPH oxidase activity is responsible for bone destruction in CMO mice 

To find out, how NAPDH oxidase activity contributes to the CMO disease development we 

obtained mice deficient in the gp91PHOX subunit of NADPH oxidase, which is indispensable for 

NADPH oxidase activity. We crossed this strain to Pstpip2cmo mice [206]. Consequently, we 

observed absence of ROS production in silica treated bone marrow cells from these double 

deficient mice. We monitored these mice for the disease development and we observed that the 
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CMO symptoms started to appear with similar kinetic as in Pstpip2cmo mice. However, paws from 

NADPH oxidase deficient Pstpip2cmo  mice were less swollen than in CMO mice. Moreover, when 

we performed micro-CT scan of the paws we didn’t observe almost any bone destruction in double 

deficient mice. Therefore, we analyzed also older mice, in which the bone destruction is more 

substantial. However, even the old mice of the NADPH oxidase deficient Pstpip2cmo  strain ware 

almost completely protected from the bone destruction (Figure 6.). Notably, we did not observe 

any changes in the production of IL-1β in NADPH oxidase deficient Pstpip2cmo mice, which 

suggest that ROS production represents mechanism, which contributes to the disease development 

independently from IL-1β hyperproduction. Collectively, these data suggest that ROS production 

by neutrophils is crucial for the development of bone damage in Pstpip2cmo model of sterile 

inflammation.  

Neutrophils are not the only cells, which use the same type of NADPH oxidase. Osteoclasts, cells 

which have a key role in bone remodeling also express the same type of NADPH oxidase and thus 

they can also be affected by the loss of NADPH activity in our mouse model. However, the loss 

of NADPH activity in osteoclasts doesn’t  cause changes in the bone structure or density [207] and 

therefore it is unlikely that loss of NADPH activity affects the bone destruction in the NADPH 

oxidase deficient Pstpip2cmo mice. 

 

 

Figure 6. µCT scans from 7 months old CMO or CMO NADPH deficient mice. Blue color 

represents parts of the bones, which are recently formed.  
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6.3.3. Loss of PSTPIP2 causes enhanced phosphorylation of NADPH oxidase subunit p47. 

In order to dissect the molecular mechanism explaining how PSTPIP2 regulates NADPH oxidase 

activity we probed the phosphorylation of NADPH oxidase. We isolated the bulk of 

phosphorylated proteins from silica treated and non-treated granulocytes and detected regulatory 

p47 subunit of NADPH oxidase by immunoblotting. We observed increased amount of 

phosphorylated p47 in the cell lysates after silica treatment, which is consistent with observed 

hyperactivation of NADPH oxidase [208]. We further show that this phosphorylation can be 

inhibited by protein kinase C inhibitor Gö6976. However, we were not able to explain how 

PSTPIP2 regulates protein kinase C. Therefore, we speculated that PSTPIP2 can act locally by 

recruiting phosphatases and CSK kinase to the close proximity of NADPH oxidase. To test this 

possibility, we transduced KIT+ cells with construct coding for PSTPIP2 fused with GFP and 

transplanted these cells into sub-lethally irradiated recipient mice. Two weeks later we sacrificed 

the mice and probed PSTPIP2 localization in mature neutrophils by confocal microscopy. In the 

majority of the cells, PSTPIP2 was diffusely localized in the cytoplasm and treatment with 

fluorescent silica didn’t caused any further changes in its localization. Collectively, these data 

show that PITPIP2 regulates NADPH phosphorylation through protein kinase C but the precise 

mechanism is still unknown. 
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6.4. Expression of fluorescent fusion proteins in murine bone marrow-derived 

dendritic cells and macrophages. 

In this methodical paper, we published a protocol for expression of fluorescent proteins in bone 

marrow derived macrophages or dendritic cells. The method was indispensable for us, when 

collecting data for WBP1L publication. The method is basically fusion of two procedures, 

retrovirus production in Platinum-E cells and preparation of bone marrow derived macrophages 

and dendritic cells.  

It starts by the transfection of Platinum-E cells with retroviral vector MSCV. The Platinum-E cells 

are 293T cells, which stably express gag-pol and envelope protein of retroviruses and thus enable 

packaging of the virus and its release to the media [209]. The virus is subsequently collected in the 

form of culture supernatant. Meanwhile bone marrow cells are isolated, red blood cells are lysed 

and the cells are placed in the incubator. The disadvantage of the retrovirus, when compared to for 

example lentivirus is that retroviruses infect only dividing cells [210]. Therefore, after the isolation 

and before the transduction the cells are left to rest and to start dividing in the media containing 

M-CSF or GM-CSF, for macrophages or dendritic cells, respectively.  The cells are than 

transduced with the retrovirus containing supernatant in two cycles to obtain maximal level of 

transduction. The cells are than left in the incubator to differentiate. The presence of M-CSF or 

GM-CSF growth factors is crucial for proper development of macrophages and dendritic cells from 

these transduced progenitors.  

The method in the publication is well described to the last detail and thus we hope that it will 

provide the community with relatively low-cost and reliable way to express cDNA constructs in 

these otherwise hard to transfect cells. 
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7. Conclusions 

In my thesis, I described our effort to characterize the roles of membrane associated or 

transmembrane adaptor proteins and kinases, which participate in leukocyte signal transduction. 

Our work on these proteins also gave rise to one methodological paper. I believe, that the results 

presented here shed a new light on the signaling pathways regulated by these proteins and thus 

consequently also on the biology of the processes connected with these pathways. To clearly 

present the conclusions of our work I will list the projects one by one. 

 

In the first project, we studied the roles of SFK in the initiation of BCR and TCR signaling. We 

did not find any evidence supporting the model of SFK independent BCR signaling. Nevertheless, 

our data show that to initiate signaling by BCR much lower SFK kinase activity is required than 

in case of TCR. We demonstrated that SYK is part of the mechanism responsible for the low 

dependency of BCR signaling on SFK activity. However, the alleged ability of SYK to 

phosphorylate ITAM motifs cannot explain its role in this phenomenon. In addition we showed 

that other features of BCR signaling apparat can play a role in the process such as structure or 

composition of BCR complex and of the SFK members involved in its activation. We further show 

that in contrast to BCR signaling, TCR signaling senses SFK activity at multiple levels during the 

initiation of the signaling. Our data suggest that SFK activity is necessary not only for ITAM 

phosphorylation and activation of ZAP-70 kinase but also for bridging of LAT to TCR. Even 

though, our model of TCR signaling is somewhat artificial, the results fit well with the current 

model of TCR signaling initiation. Although additional studies are necessary, our data implicate 

that multilevel sensing of SFK activity by TCR can contribute to the mechanism of antigen 

discrimination by setting up the threshold for initiation of TCR signaling. 

 

In the second project, we described previously uncharacterized protein WBP1L. We showed that 

WBP1L is glycosylated and palmitoylated transmembrane adaptor protein. It regulates CXCR4 

signaling in human leukemic cell line REH, as well as in murine monocytes, granulocytes and 

progenitor cells in the bone marrow.  Consequently, it changes the migratory properties of these 

cells. The molecular mechanism of how WBP1L regulates CXCR4 signaling is likely based on the 

activation of NEDD4 family ubiquitin ligases by WBP1L. We revealed that WBP1L interacts with 

and increases the activity of multiple NEDD4 family ligases and that the presence of the NEDD4 
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family binding sites is at least partially responsible for the changes in CXCR4 expression and 

ubiquitination mediated by WBP1L. Nevertheless, we found that WBP1L function can be 

compensated for, when WBP1L is lost in the germline. The mechanism of the compensation is 

unknown but it is of high interest, especially with respect to cancer cells, which can acquire 

multiple compensatory mutations. Interestingly, we also observed that WBP1L regulates early 

progenitor and stem cell function. However, the molecular mechanism of the process is at present 

unknown. Moreover, our observations have implications for the biology of leukemia and other 

diseases associated with WBP1L transcriptional repressor ETV6. 

  

In the third project we focused on the mechanisms, which lead to the development of 

autoinflamatory disease in mice deficient in adaptor protein PSTPIP2. We showed that PSTPIP2 

regulates ROS production in neutrophils. Using MYD88 PSTPIP2 double deficient mice and 

several methods to assess the activation of neutrophils we proposed that enhanced production of 

ROS in neutrophils is independent of inflammatory environment and, therefore, it is cell intrinsic.  

Nevertheless, the precise mechanism of how PSTPIP2 regulates NADPH activity remains unclear. 

So far, we know that the mechanism includes hyperphosphorylation of p47 subunit of NADPH 

oxidase by protein kinase C. Moreover, we showed that in our mouse model of autoinflamatory 

chronic multifocal osteomyelitis NADPH oxidase activity is responsible for the bone destruction. 

However, whether this is a common mechanism present also in certain types of human 

autoinflamatory diseases remains to be discovered. 

 

In the fourth project we have generated detailed protocol describing preparation of bone marrow 

derived macrophages and dendritic cells expressing fluorescent proteins. The protocol is based on 

two methods: Retroviral transduction with construct coding for fluorescent fusion protein and 

differentiation of macrophages and dendritic cells from transduced murine bone marrow cells. The 

methodical paper covers every detail necessary to establish the method in the laboratory. 
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8.Contribution 

The following text is written for the purpose of my dissertation thesis and, thus, I highlight my 

contribution to the projects. However, even though I performed majority of experimental work for 

some of these projects, I feel obligated to clearly state that all the projects were dependent on the 

close collaboration with my colleagues and my supervisor, who are listed as coauthors on the 

publications and their contribution was also indispensable. 

 

Differential threshold for sensing Src-family kinase activity by B cell and T cell antigen 

receptors. I performed majority of the experiments. I also participated in designing the 

experiments and writing the manuscript. I am listed as the first author on the manuscript. 

 

Transmembrane adaptor protein WBP1L regulates CXCR4 signaling and murine 

hematopoiesis. 

My contributions were similar as in the case of previous project. I performed majority of the 

experiments, I participated in designing the experiments and writing the manuscript and I am listed 

as the first author on resulting publication. 

 

Dysregulated NADPH oxidase promotes bone damage in murine model of autoinflammatory 

osteomyelitis. 

I was participating in microscopy analyses of PSTPIP2 localization in neutrophils. I also designed 

and performed the analysis of cytoskeletal organization in neutrophils. Apart from the 

experiments, which are included in the publication I also prepared enzyme traps derived from 

PEST family phosphatases to identify its target proteins in neutrophils and thus to uncover the 

mechanism of how PSTPIP2 regulates NADPH oxidase. However, this effort has not been 

successful. I am listed on the publication as a co-author. 
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Expression of fluorescent fusion proteins in murine bone marrow-derived dendritic cells and 

macrophages. 

I prepared the construct coding for WBP1L fused with GFP and I cloned it into MSCV vector, 

which we used to demonstrate the method in the paper. I am listed in the publication as a co-author. 
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